Sophisticated and Reliable

Uptown or downtown, Urban’s contemporary design and durability lend themselves to any workplace environment—from warm and friendly healthcare settings and educational facilities to sophisticated corporate offices and training rooms.

The metropolitan look of Urban is available in four distinct styles, which combine sleek, durable plastic or softer, upholstered seats and backs. Any way you style it, Urban’s dynamic nature aims to please.
Both Form and Function

Corporate environments can benefit from Urban’s flexibility in both style and function. A sleek plastic back panel covers the back brackets, making Urban aesthetically clean and a breeze to maintain. Casters add mobility for easy collaboration while keeping Urban’s sophisticated appearance intact.

Stacks of Style

Urban is made for convenient storage when not in use. Chairs stack neatly on a custom-made dolly. Dynamic load tested to 500 lbs and available as either 18” or 22” wide, Urban is a facility managers’ choice for classrooms, training rooms and other multi-purpose areas.
Innovative Seat Design

Unique to Spec, the polyurethane DuraSpec seat is a popular choice in clinics, cafeterias, food courts and other areas where frequent cleaning takes place. More comfortable than a traditional plastic seat, DuraSpec is available on the entire Urban product line.

The DuraSpec seat is available in Black and Sterling Grey. Made from a 100% recycled plastic core with overmolded polyurethane, the seat is easy to clean and extremely durable.

Where connected seating is desirable, join Urban chairs with ganging brackets or spacer tables.

Extensive Design Options

3 Back Designs

Plastic

Wood

Upholstered

2 Standard Widths

DuraSpec Poly Seat and Plastic Back

1401 1411 1431 1441 1402 1421 1425 1421E

Upholstered Seat and Plastic Back


Upholstered Seat and Back

1401-UP 1411-UP 1431-UP 1441-UP 1402-UP 1421-UP 1425-UP 1421E-UP

Upholstered Back and DuraSpec Poly Seat

Make It Your Own

With the ability to select one of our 76 Spectone finishes for the frame, unlimited textile options, two color choices for the arms, and three plastic back and back panel options, Urban is the ultimate chair for those who want a truly personalized look.

**Back Options**
Choose from three back options.

- Standard Plastic
- Standard Upholstery
- Optional Wood

**Seat Options**
Choose from two seat options.

- DuraSpec Seat
- Upholstered Seat

**Metal Finishes**
Frames can be finished in 76 Spectone colors from our line of powder epoxy coatings, including five textured finishes.

**Arms and DuraSpec Poly Seat Finish**
Choose from two standard colors.

- Black
- Sterling Grey

**Plastic Back and Back Panel Finish**
Choose from three standard colors.

- Black
- Light Grey
- White

**Wood Back Finish**
Wood back finish is available in nine standard stains. Stain-to-match is available at no upcharge.

**Optional Wood Back Designs**
From decals, engravings and cut-outs, the possibilities are endless when you specify Urban with a wood back.

- Standard Cut-Outs
- Custom Options

- Cityblock
- Cityscapes
- Skyscraper
- Cut-outs
- Engravings
- Decals
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